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Chapter: 2121
Lin Ziming: “…………”
Lin Ziming was speechless. It seemed that at this time, no matter what he
said, Ning Yuning couldn’t listen to it, so let’s go back to China first.
This time, Ning Yuning returned to China with Lin Ziming. After five hours,
she finally landed on the airport in Huacheng.
Although it hasn’t been a long time since Lin Ziming left Huacheng, it only
took three months to finish his calculations.
However, over the past three months, too much has happened, making him
feel as if a long time has passed. Now when he comes back to Hwaseong, he
feels like a farewell reunion.
Even the air in Hwaseong City seemed to be more sweet to breathe.
When he came out of the airport, Lin Ziming found two familiar figures and
called them their names, which immediately stunned him.
These two women happened to be Chu Fei and Tao Sanniang, and they both
came to pick him up!
These two women are so beautiful, even wearing sunglasses, they attract the
eyes of countless people, like goddesses.
Lin Ziming felt warm when he saw them two.
No matter how long a man has been wandering outside, there are women
waiting at home. This feeling, hia is really good.
But soon, his scalp became numb, because Ning Yuning came out with him,
and also held his hand intimately!
And it was already seen by Chu Fei and Tao Sanniang, which was
embarrassing now.
But Ning Yuning didn’t even see Chu Fei and Tao Sanniang, they looked
very happy and sweet.
Lin Ziming coughed twice and whispered to Ning Yuning, “Quickly let go
of me.”
Ning Yuning reluctantly said: “Why?”
Lin Ziming said awkwardly, “Because my wife came to pick me up.”
“what?!”
Hearing this, Ning Yuning was immediately taken aback and let go of Lin
Ziming like an electric shock, panic and blushing appeared on his face, as if
he had done something with a guilty conscience.
Lin Ziming touched his nose, very embarrassed. He felt as if the young kid
from outside was caught and raped on the spot.
Especially when he saw the playful expression under Chu Fei’s sunglasses,
it made him panic even more.
And Tao Sanniang was also joking, looking angrily, as if jealous, making
him even more embarrassed.
He hurriedly speeded up his pace, walked in front of the two women, and
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said with a smile: “Hi, Feifei, Sanniang, why are you here? Didn’t I say that
you don’t need to pick up the plane?”
Tao Sanniang said: “Yes, you most hope that we don’t come to pick up the
airport, so that you won’t see you drenched in flowers and grass outside.”
This is as if he is a wicked scumbag.
However, this kind of thing is really hard to explain. Who told him to be
arrested?
At this time, Ning Yuning quickly stepped up and said, “Two sisters, it’s not
about Ziming’s business. I am shameless and stalking. If you are angry, you
will be angry with me…”
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